Bruker pulse sequence code:
;ek_ti_cpmg_hsqmbc2D_ps ; ;broadband proton-proton -decoupled CPMG-HSQMBC ;pseudo 2D experiment used for precise and accurate determination of long-range heteronuclear ;coupling constants ;phase sensitive using Echo/Antiecho gradient selection ;using CPMG for polarization transfer to avoid evolution of J(HH) ;using composite X and 1H 180 pulses in CPMG ;using Zangger-Sterk based broadband proton-proton decoupling scheme ;J(HH) is refocussed at the centre of chunk ;pseudo 2D data can be reconstructed using the 'pshift' macro available at ;http://nmr. 
1 ze 2 d1 do:f2 d11 pl1:f1 3 p1 ph1 4 d15 pl2:f2
;CPMG-sequence for polarization transfer with XY-16 phase cycle (p1 ph20) (p3 ph20):f2 3u (p2 ph21) (p4 ph21^):f2 ;^ increment phase pointer of ph21 3u (p1 ph20) (p3 ph20^):f2
;^ increment phase pointer of ph20 -composite 1H, X pulse d15 ;d15=120-150us lo to 4 times l1 ;p1 should be calibrated to p1=p3 at pl1!!! ;l1 = multiple of 16! ;long-range coupling evolution = (2*d15+2*p4+6)*l1 (ca. 6 exit ph1=0 ph2=1 ph11=2 ph12=3 ph20=1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 3 0 3 0 0 3 0 3 ph21=0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 2 3 2 3 3 2 3 2 ph3=0 2 ph4=0 0 2 2 ph14=1 1 3 3 ph5=0 ph16=0 ph19=1 ph17=0 ph18=0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 ph31=0 2 2 0 2 0 0 2 ;pl1 : f1 channel -power level for pulse (default) ;pl2 : f2 channel -power level for pulse (default) ;sp2: selective pulse power level ;spoffs2: selective pulse offset (0 Hz) ;spnam2: file name for selective pulse ;p1 : f1 channel -90 degree high power pulse ;p2 : f1 channel -180 degree high power pulse ;p3 : f2 channel -90 degree high power pulse ;p4 : f2 channel -180 degree high power pulse 
